
   

           Facebook 

With more than 1.15 billion users Facebook is the world’s largest social network. 

What are likes? 

If someone likes your page this means they are choosing to see your page updates in their home feed. 
In order to keep your likes you need to be sharing interesting content, relevant to your audience. 

How is my profile different to my business page? 

In a few ways; your personal profile can be set so that only friends of friends can find you, therefore 
keeping it private. Your business page is public, all your posts can be seen by anyone that finds your 
page either via Facebook or Google. On your personal profile you have to accept/decline friends 
whereas people can like your page without you needing to accept. 

How does it work? 

Logging in – when you log in you will see your home feed, you can access your page by finding it on the 
menu on the left under ‘pages’. 

Posting – to post a comment simply click in the ‘what have you been up to’ box and type away! Don’t 
forget, where appropriate, to add mentions (by using the @ symbol and typing the Facebook page 
name) and relevant Hashtags (keywords prefixed by the #symbol to help people find your posts). 

TIP: Make sure that you are posting as the page rather than as your personal profile. You can check this 
in the small drop down box shown top right of the ‘what have you been up to’ box. See image below 

 

 

 

 
Scheduling – To schedule content click the small clock symbol on the post window once you have 
written to post, before you click Post. You can then set the date and time and click schedule. 

Insights – click on insights at the top of the page to see figures and graphs showing how your page and 
posts are performing. Insights are only available when you have 30 or more likes. 

Etiquette –  

 Do make sure to do posts that include some personalisation – 
i.e. I’ve just been to this exhibition… 

 Yes it is okay to mention other brands/museums/businesses 
(as long as it is positive!) – in fact this is encouraged! 

 Do share links to other people’s websites 
 If you share photos from a newspaper or other website this is okay as 

long as you mention the publication 
  

Want to learn more? You can with our Social Media Training, we offer group courses, individual and 
on-site training. Contact us to find out more 
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